The World’s Largest Non-Powered Ground Support Equipment Manufacturer

Ensures the Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
Customers around the world have used hundreds of thousands of our products every day
for decades, and they still function like new. Quite simply, we design and build equipment
that works well and lasts – up to twice as long as other equipment.

Here’s why our ground support equipment lasts so long
1oo Percent Employee Owned

experience

Our Quality
We own the company, so we take pride in only producing equipment we would put our own
name on. Quality comes from experience; most of us have been here at least 10 years, and
some for more than 30.

Experienced Engineers
Our engineering team brings more than 200 years of dedicated GSE experience to

creating custom designs that meet or exceed the most stringent specifications and
safety regulations.

most rigorous product testing in the industry, using strain gauges, washboard tracks and
other intensive measures.

Certified Welders
All of our welders are certified by the American Welding Society, so they know how to

Movement is money in your business. There simply is no time to slow down, let alone
break down. Reliable ground support equipment is a must.

produce strong, precision welds that last.

WASP designs, customizes and builds the industry’s most dependable and
durable equipment. It is easy to use, requires little maintenance, works for years,
and looks great in the process.

A full-time quality inspector at each of our manufacturing facilities ensures every piece of

The quality of our equipment results from more than two centuries of
engineering expertise, an extreme dedication to safety, attention to detail
of employee-owners who care, and capacity that only the largest
non-powered ground support equipment manufacturer in the world
can deliver. We’re always ready to serve you and your customers.

Let’s Move

Full-Time Inspectors
equipment meets your rigorous standards, and ours.

Durable Materials
We use thicker-gauge steel, more strengthening ribs, premium hardware and a shot-blast/
powder-coat process to ensure our products last.

iso 9oo1:2oo8 and CE Certification
We’ve been ISO certified for more than a decade, and we can produce equipment that meets
CE certification standards. It’s your assurance that our practices and processes result in
products that meet all quality and safety standards and regulations.

It all adds up to Minimal
maintenance and low life-cycle cost

Durability

Keep Moving

Every piece of equipment we manufacture has to pass the test, literally. We conduct the

quality

Quality Testing
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Plants

Our Capacity
Tops the industry

Our Safety Engineering

It’s easy to see how we became the biggest. With the best people and the best equipment in our
facilities, we quickly fulfill custom and standard orders for both equipment and parts, and that
keeps our customers coming back for more.

Makes us second to none

More Manufacturing Space

At WASP, we know how important safety is to you and your safety group. Our Engineering

Our four facilities offer enough manufacturing space to cover four

4

Department will work closely with your team to custom design components and equipment that

professional soccer fields. Regardless of the size of your order,

Soccer
Fields of

Manufacturing
Space

we’ll turn it around quickly.

are already the safest products in the industry.

More Market Share

We don’t stand for breakaway parts that could cause injury or damage. Our carts and dollies track

Great quality translates to high demand. Hundreds of thousands of

correctly to give better control and help prevent aircraft strikes. Our heavy-duty towbars exceed industry

pieces of serial-numbered equipment have gone out of our doors,
and they’re at work in all 50 U.S. states and 65 countries.

More Employees
Most of our 350 employees are dedicated to the custom

manufacturing process, including 70 certified welders and 15
highly experienced engineers.

More Specialized Machinery

35
0
Employees

achieve any expectation for a safe working environment. That partnership only enhances what

standards. Our baggage carts feature handles in the optimum place for safe lifting. Our dollies incorporate

radius-cut corners to minimize damage. And our stairs use automatic latching braces to ensure there isn’t

human error. It’s all part of our commitment to your safety.

Quite simply, our towbars won’t break. Our wheels won’t fall off. Our casters stay put. Our hitches work for the

long haul. Every component of WASP equipment comes to fruition only after careful design and stringent testing

that ensure the safety of people and aircraft.

Reduce your liability. Prevent downtime. Stay safe with WASP.

We have more and better production machinery than anyone else:
• 7 large-format plasma and laser cutters
• 7 heavy press brakes

• 8 large-format automated saws

7

LargeFormat

Plasma & Laser Cutters

• 5 large-format powder-coat paint booths and ovens

More Parts on Hand
Our dedicated parts production warehouse can ship
almost any part within 24 hours to minimize your
downtime. We also offer parts customization for
other manufacturers’ products.

We Check the Box On Every Safety Mandate
OSHA

CE

SAE

Your requirements

Our Solutions
Perform Consistently & Reliably
WASP uses a custom industrial design process with precision manufacturing to make safe,
innovative, long-lasting and low-maintenance GSE that consistently lives up to your expectations.

Stairs

Dollies

You can see our keen focus on safety and stability

Move up to 15,000 pounds (6,800 kilograms) safely and easily with our cargo,

across our lines of adjustable and fixed-height stairs

container and turntable dollies. Durable materials, premium hardware and

for passengers and crew members, as well as access

thoughtful design translate into equipment that holds up through years

stairs for maintenance and fueling. Heavy-duty towbars,

of daily use.

automatic safety latches, hydraulic levelers – our
attention to detail keeps everyone near the plane safe.

Carts

More GSE

Our enclosed and open carts take on as

We don’t stop at dollies, carts and stairs.

much as 8,000-pound (3,630-kilogram)

Our reliable ground support products include

loads at up to 25 mph (40 kph) to quickly

tail support stanchions, mobile scissor lifts,

transport baggage and cargo. Numerous

storage racks, sort platforms and walk-behind

quality options, coupled with our durable

belt loaders. We can also custom design

standard components, ensure you have

products to suit your specific needs.

exactly what your operation needs.
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